Abstract.
Abstract.
An a( r(,dynamic design optimization procedure that is based on a evolutionary algorithm known at Differential Evolution is described. Differential Evolution is a simple, fast, md robust evolutionary strategy that has been proven effective in determining the gkd)al optimum for several difficult optimization problems, including highly nonlinear s .:stems with discontinuities and multiple local optima. The method is combined with a %vier-Stokes solver that evaluates the various intermediate designs and provides inp_ ts to the optimization procedure.
An efficient constraint handling mechanism is als(b incorporated.
Results are presented for the inverse design of a turbine airfoil from ._ modern jet engine. The capability of the method to search large design spaces and obtain the optimal airfoils in an automatic fashion is demonstrated. Substantial redu( ions in the overall computing time requirements are achieved by using the algoritb n in conjunction with neural networks. 
The populati, _n is usually initialized in a random fashion and the population size N is maintained constant throughout the optimization process. Differential evolution is thu_ similar to a (# + _) ES [19] with tt and _ equal to N [20].
The method hov, _'_verdiffers from standard ES approaches in several respects as described below.
As with all E_;-based approaches, mutation is the key ingredient of differential evolution. that uses a total )t" 13 parameters to define the turbine airfoil geometry is used. 75% chord on th., _pper surface (2 parameters).
Flow Soher for Objective Function Evaluation
A two-dimensional Navier-Stokes solver is used to perform the flow simulations (direct function ,v_luations) that serve as inputs to the optimization process. Multiple grids at,, used to discretize the flow domain; an inner "0" grid that contains the airfoil ;rod an outer "H" grid that conforms to the external boundaries as shown in Fig. : 3 The flow parameters that are specified are the turbine pressure ratio, inlet t_mlperature and flow angle, flow coefficient, and unit Reynolds number based oi_ inlet conditions.
Parallel l:nplementation Details
In order to redm e overall design time, the procedure has been implemented on This can be reme, tied by a hybrid approach that combines the DE algorithm with neural networks l hat are incrementally trained on the Navier-Stokes simulation data. The traine l neural network can then be used to evaluate the objective function evaluati,_n with little or no computational expense instead of using the Navier-Stokes s_l _,_r. While hybridization is always useful, it must be done with caution.
Here we r_ort to it only in the latter stages after the entire population hasevolved to _hegeneral vicinityof the optimalsolution. Thusthe neural network is used +,s a "local"response surface withvalidityonlyin a small region ofthedesign spa, e.Thismakes it easier totraintheneural network andimproves its generalization+ abilities. Theresultso _tained in thisarticlewereobtained usinga feed-forward neural network with two hiddenlayers as shown in Fig.3 . Thefirst nodein the inputlayeris a bia,,', node(inputof1.0)andtheremaining inputnodes areused to specifythe wriousdesignparameters. Forthe inverse design optimization problem, theneu r_dnetwork is trainedonthesum-of-squares errorbetween the actual pressure amd thetargetpressure at various pointsonthe airfoil.Forthe sakeofbrevity, d+_tails suchasthenumber ofneurons in eachlayer, etc.arenot included here. 
